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Most datasets – particularly Big Data – are messy, biased, and insufficiently documented. Movement
data is no exception. Instead of carefully collected data from well-designed experiments, researchers
performing movement analyses often find themselves reusing datasets that have been collected for
completely different purposes. It is therefore unsurprising that the quality – or fitness of use for
analysis – of these datasets is less than ideal. To draw correct conclusions, researchers and analysts
need to understand the limitations of their datasets. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an essential
step to achieve this understanding.

The research presented in this dissertation aims to help people in the fields of geographic data science,
computational movement analytics, and their neighboring disciplines (including ecology, transport,
and health) to better understand their movement datasets, to gauge their analysis potential as well
as biases and limitations. This dissertation contributes to GIScience and geographic data science
through the development of methods and tools supporting the exploratory analysis of massive
movement datasets.

The core of the research is presented in seven scientific papers, following two main paths of inquiry:
firstly, an assessment of existing movement analysis methods and tools and their limitations for
exploratory analysis, culminating in the development of a novel open source scientific Python library
for EDA of movement data, and secondly, the development of novel methods enabling movement
data exploration that scales to massive datasets. Finally, research from both paths informed the
development of the first structured EDA protocol for movement data.

The impact of my research so far includes:

1. Impact on the research community
{ Impact on GIScience: My publications have garnered widespread interested, including invita-

tions to speak at research seminars of the Royal Geographical Society, Univ. of Liverpool, Univ.
Heidelberg, Politecnico di Milano, and at the OpenGeoHub summer school at the University of
Münster. Independent of my research group, the MovingPandas software library I developed as
part of my research has already been used by [1].

{ Inter-disciplinary impact: MovingPandas has furthermore already been used in movement
ecology [2] and health research [3].

2. Impact on technological development
{ Standardization efforts: I was invited to present our white paper on the Moving Features

standard [4] at the OGC Member Meeting in Sept. 2020.
{ Industry adoption: I have been invited to speak to transportation professionals, for example,

at the Chartered Institution of Highways & Transportation (CIHT) and professionals at carto-
graphic institutes, for example, at the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (swisstopo).
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3. Impact on commercial products
{ Industry partners: Frequentis AG (our industry partner in the MARNG project) has integrated

our movement prediction and anomaly detection methods into their new product prototype.
{ Consulting work: I have applied methods developed in my research to work for public transport

providers, for example, evaluating the performance of their routes and providing insights into
potentially problematic sections that would profit from interventions.

4. Impact on policy development
{ NGOs: For example, International Council on Clean Transportation (theicct.org) researcher

Xiaoli Mao emailed me: “I used MovingPandas in my recent paper on analyzing feasibility [of]
electric ferries in China.”
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